I wanted to share a remote work opportunity with you to earn $ by sharing your bio knowledge. This work would leverage your years of expertise and mastery of biology for the benefit of students around the world - particularly for students who can’t afford tutoring.

We recently launched a new initiative called Numerade, and are looking for biology grads / graduate students who can help us create video content. The work is simple and straightforward - provide video answers to problems from popular bio textbooks such as Urry, Campbell Biology, 11th edition, among others. This is something that you can do at home, in your own time. Our time requirement is a minimum of 3 hrs / week.

The qualifications are:

- Deep knowledge of bio
- TA / teaching experience
- Access to a working computer w/ mic
- Google Chrome

Please let me know if you are interested.

Here’s a bit more detail about us:

Numerade is venture back company singularly focused on creating exceptional video and interactive content experiences for education, making the knowledge and skills of world class educators widely accessible and affordable to student audiences of all backgrounds. Our mission is to close the educational opportunity gap by unlocking and democratizing access to extraordinary educators and the content they have to offer.

Best,

Jake

mailto:jake.steedman@numerade.com